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                                       Abstract
    Linear stability analYsis of neoclassical tearing mode(NTM) is performed on the basis of four-field

reduced magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) mqdel which takes account of fluctuating ion parallel flow and ion
neoclassical viscosity. The dependence,of the growth rate on the kinetic effects is investigated. It is shown
that the linear NTM is stabilized by ion neoclassical viscosity and that the stabilizing effect of ion parallel
compressibility is weak in low cothsionality regime. The coercistenoe of ion and electron diamagnetic drifts
causes the stability.

Key words: neoclassical tearing mode, free energy souree, ion neoclassieal
flow, plasma fi value, pressure gradient, four-field moclel

viseosity, ion neoclassical

1. Introduction-

   Various types of transition phenomgna are observed

in high temperature tokamak plasmas, associated with

the structural formations such as the magnetic is}ands
i)-6). Due to the formation of isIands, the plasma con-

finement is degraded or sometimes discharges become
disruptive. The disruption is a combination of MHD
and transition phehomena, and its relation to the linear

stability of some modes is not clearly known. In TFTR

(Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor in Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory), tearing modes has been observed
in the most high confinement operation regimes 7). Sig-

nificant degradation of confinement occlirs by appear-

ance of magnetic island. In JT-60 experiments, the
magnetic island has been also observed and the mea-

surement of fi value normalized by poloidal magnetic
field at the mode onset is performed 4) 5). In these ex-

periments, distinct changes of the pressure and pressure

gradient are not observed, nevertheless the mode rapidly

grows associated with discontinuous aBd large change of

the growth rate. In the conventional theoretical models

based on the linear instability, the temporal change of

the linear growth rate should follow the change of the

global plasma parameters. Namely, the abrupt change

ofthe gtowth rate requires the correspending changes of

the global parameters such as safety factor q, pressure
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gradient p' and so on.

   Another features of the collapse phenomena are the

probabilistic excitation and hysteresis nature. In high

temperature plasma, the magnetic island is observed in

high B operations.

   In order to achieve high performance in fusion plas-

mas, it is nocessary to understand (1) the physical mech-

anism of island excitation and its saturation level in

high 6 plasma and (2) that of the associated collapse

phenomena. Several theoretical works of neoclassical
tearing mode (NTM) have been done 8)9)iO). In the

conventional analysis, the linear stability is considered

for the tearing mode. However, the experimental result

also shows the linear tearing mode is stable, or, that the

most unstable mode is not necessarily exited. There
fore, a certain nonlinear excitation mechanism which is

beyond the linear theory's is needed to explain such a

mechanism for the acceleration of the trigger mode.

   It is found that saturated island width, which is

determjned by the competition between the bootstrap
current and the free energy source due to the current

density gradient is not inconsistent with experimental
observations 7). However, the onset condition or these

dynamios are not fully understood from the view point

of conventional analysis. In the previous analyses of

NTM based on threefield model, only the electron neo-

classical viscosity is included assuming that the collision

frequency is larger than the rotation frequency of the

NTM. Ion neoclassjcal viscosjty js not considered in the

model. This is not appropTiate for the case of the high
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temperature collisionless plasma In addition, in order

to examine the dynamics ofthe island evolution, the for-

mer assurnption of colhsion frequency is not valid with

respect to the timescale. In this thesis, we examine the

stability of NTM based on the four-field reduced MHD

model. Where the ion parallel flow, ion neoclassical vis-

cosity, and the parallel compressibility are included. In

the linear analysis, these effects stabilize the NTM and

the ion neoclassical viscosity strongly contributes the

stabilization.

   This thesis is organize(l as follows. in Chapter 2., we

review collapse phenomena in high temperature toka-

mak plasma such as sawtooth oscillation and the tear-

ing mode. Theoretical approaches based on linear or

nonlinear theory of teaTing modes are also explained.

In Chapter 3., linear analysis of NTM based on four-

field reduced MHD equation is performed. The com-
parison of results from three-field model with those are

discussed. Dependence of growth rate on various param-

eters are investigated. Finally, in Chapter 4., summary

and discussion are given.

2. Reviews
   Various types of collapse events in toroidal plasmas
have been reported in a review paperi). in this chap

ter, we review the magnetic reconnection and tearing

mode instability in high temperature tokamak plasmas

as examples of such collapse events. Table 1 shows the

characteristics ofcrash events, precursors and triggering

mode.

2.1 TbiggerEvents
   One ofthe most important issue in confinement plas-

mas is the abruptness of the growth of perturbations

that lead to collapse. The fast sawtooth collapse is a

typical example. This phenomenon is known that the
m/n = 111 helical magnetic perturbation precodes the

decay of the central electron temperature, where m is

the poloidal mode number and n is the toroidal'mode
number. This perturbation is called as a precursor ii).

The observation of the precursor stimulated the study
of the mln == 111 instabilities in tokamaks 12)13>. pre.

cise measurements of the development of the helical de-

formdtion have been made over the years. A typical

examp}e from the JET tokamak is shown in Figure 1.
The helical shift of the peak of the Soft Xray-emission
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Fig.1 Displacement of the soft x-ray emission
      peak during a fast sawtooth collapse ob
      served on tbe JET tokamak (cited from
      i)).
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Tablel Crash events, procursors and trigger-
       ing modes. Abbreviations:ELMs(edge-
       localized modes), MTE(momentum trans-
       fer events),BLM(barrier-localized mode),
       IRE(internal reconnection events).(cited
       from Ref. 1>)

intensity is plotted as a function oftime. In the precur-

sor phase, the helical shift is in the range of 1-3 cm and

grows very slowly. The helical deformation, at some in-

stant, abruptly starts to grow. If one plots the temporal

evolution of the growth rate of the helical deformation,

it suddenly chartges in an unpredictable manner, as is

illustrated in Figure 2. Tearing type mode is aJso con-

sider to be one of the trigger modes.

2.2 Measurement ofMagnetic Islands
   The magnetic island is widely observed in high fl

tokamak plasmas. This structure is formed by the re-

connection of the poloidal magnetic field lme. Figure

3 shows the three-dimensional structure of m/n : 2/1

magrtetic is1and in toroidal plasma. Inside an island, it

is considered that the temperature is flattened. The ex-

citation of these islands is a result of a djfference in the

response of electrons aul ions to the fluctuating electric

field. Tearing modes have been observed and analyzed
in the most high confinement operation in TFTR 7) i4).

The island width determines the level of the degrada-
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Abrupt incrernent of the growth rate takes

place at the onset of the crash. The
preceding activities (precursor) have very

small growth rates. The trigger mode has
a large growth rate that is often of that
of the order of the ideal MHD instabilities
(citod from 1)).
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Fig. 4 Typical neutral-beam heated, high-
performance discharge i5) that developed

a m/n == 312 mode. Significant degra-
dation PN and neutron rate are showed.
(cited from 7))

   Magnet'ic island wi

cylindrjcal formula as,

dth is given by using the standard

Fig. 3 The three-dimensional structure of the
m/n == 2/1 island in a toroidal plasma.

tion of plasma confinernent. Therefore, it is important

that the physical mechanism is clarified.

   The different kinds of methods have been used
to measure the magnetic island width: external mag-

netic measurement, internal local temperature mea-
surement from electron cyclotron emission (ECE) cli-

agnostic and a direct measurement from a major ra-
(lius shift experiment("Jog" experiments). Figure 4

shows a typical neutral-beam heated, high-performance
discharge i5) accompanied with a m/n = 3/2 mode.

Significant degradation in the Ttoyon-normalized fi
[fiN == 6ta(m)Bt(T)/Ip(MA)] and neutron rate have
been observed, which are correlated with the MHD phe

nomena. The Fourier spectrum evolution from one mea
surement coil is shown in Figure 4(b). The 3/2 mode

starts at about 3.8s (300ms after NBI) preceded by an
m/n == 1/1 fishbonelike mode i4). There is a tv 150

ms overlap period where both modes co-exist. The 3/2

mode decays after the NB phase and is terminated by
the injection of Lithium pellet at 5.03 s.

                 IBr g                           atr==rs (1)          W                 m Be lg'lr

where Br is the radial component of the magnetic fiuc-

tuation. Be is the equilibrium poloidal field, g is the

safety factor, g' = dg/dr, rs denotes the radial location

ofrational surface. Br can be calculated numerically by

solving the MHD equation:

  ri4.rf/ - m2di -- ,- .9,/.rl;,T (;Ii:.I7! ) di 'E O(2)

cb is the perturbed poloidal magnetic flux, relatod to the

magnetic perturbation through B = Vcb Å~ 2, i.e., Be "

-&b/ar, B. = imÅë/r. The island width of an MHD
mode would be referred from the "flat spot" in elec-
tron temperature profiIe using ECE(electron--cyclotron-
emission) diagnostics. Figure s(i4)) shows comparison

of thus obtained magnetic calculation with data from
the ECE measurement, where (a) and (b) show the is-
land evolution of m/n = 3/2 nd m/n == 4/3 respectively.

As we cdn see in Figure 5 the two independent measure-

ments are in good agreement for both m/n = 3/2,4/3

cases.

2.3 FKR Theory of Tearing Mode
   Magnetohydrodynamic modes in current-carrying
toroidal plasma, including the ordinary infinite
conductivity kink mode and the kink-like teaTing mode
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on the assumption that the fluids is incompressible,

namely, V•v = O. F\om the FKR theory, if the re
sistivity is the main cause of the dissipation (for large

S = 7R/TH) and the growth rate of the island is esti-

mated by
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Fig.5 Comparison of the magnetic calculation
      with ECE measurement. (a) and (b) are
      mln = 312 and m/n = 413 islands re
      spectively. Similar agreements have been
      found in these cases.(cited from i4))

have been studied. In this section, we review the 1inear

stability analysis of the resistive tearing mode.

   The original analysis of Furth, Killeen, Rosenbluth,
which we shall refer to as FKR theory i6), is based on

a resistive MHD model with a simple Olm's law, E +
c-iv Å~ B == nJ, where B and E are the electric and

magnetic field, v is the fluid velocity, J is the electrical

current density and n is the electrical resistivity. The

hydromagnetic approximation is assumed to be valid,

and the ion pressure and inertia terms are neglected in

Oim's law.

aB/at-vÅ~(vxB)-vÅ~[(n/4T)vÅ~B]. (3)

An isotropic resistivity and the mass of the electrons

in Eq.3 is neglected. If the electron-inertia term is in-

cluded in the equation, it gives rise to a tearing mode in

collisionless limit. Additiona}ly, viscosity is neglected,

so that the equation of motion may be written as

VÅ~ (pdv/dt) = V' Å~ l(1/4r)(V Å~ B) Å~B+ gpl (4)

where p is the mass density and g the acceleration due

to gravity. As usual, the gp term may be interpreted
as resulting from acceleration of the current layer, or

from the interaction of a plasma pressure gradient and

a slight curvature of the current layer. The FKR the-

ory basically consists of these equations and continnity

equatlon

O(gp)/bl + v•V(gp) =:O (5)

      (TR = 47ra21n,

> 7H ==a(4Tp)'/2/B)

(7)

where TR, 7H and a are resistive diffusion time, hydr(>

magnetic transit time, and a measure of the thickness

of the current layer. However, this estimation does not

completely explain the observations which are reviewed

in section 2.1 and 2.2. Nonlinear analysis is needed for

understanding the acceleration of trigger mode as well as

the saturation mechanism of magnetic island. Also, the

neoclassical effect on tearing mode (driven not only by

current diffusivity but also by pressure gradient) should

be taken into account.

2.4 BoundaryLayerProblem
   The parameter S = 7R/TH = aBln(4r/p)i12 is the

magnetic Reynolds nurnber. To illustrate the boundary

layer nature of the problem for n . O and S == 7R/TH -

oo, we consider the induction equation in the Cartesian

coordinates in a slab geometry,

oB.,/at == i(k•Bo)vxi + no/4TV2Bxi (8)

where no is assumed uniform for simplicity. Since S >>

1, flux-freezing characterized by aBxilat AJ i(k• Bo)vxi

will hold to a good approximation everywhere except in

the neighborhood of the resonant surface where F E

k•Bo/(kB) = O. Near this surface, the fust term of
right hand side in Equation 8 is small and all three terms

will be comparable in magnjtude. Since no is small, this

implies that V2B.i, and hence d2Bxi (x)ldx2, must be

come locally very Iarge in a narrow resistive layer where

F = O holds. States away from F == O may be described

by the infinite conductivity limit. On the other hand,

resistivity effects is taken into consideration only in a

narrow boundary layer about F == O. Considering on
the scale of the current layer, the perturbed field com-

ponent th E Bxi(x)!B appears to have a discontinuity

in its first derivative given by

       A'-=Åë'(O+ij7o)th'(O-)==[zll.;iogÅë]:1 (g)

acress the surface F = O, which we take without loss of

generality to be x = O.

   Note that A' iBdicates the free energy source. The

growth rates of the Tesistive modes are then determined
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by requiring that the discontinuity of the "inner" solu-

tion should match that of the "outer" solution. Then

we need to calculate the change in logaritlunic deriv&-

tive Aint(7) of the "inner" solution across the resistive

layer aod the growth rate 7 can be obtained from the

eigenvalue equation

                  Aint (7) == A6xt• (10)

  2.5 RutherfordTheoryofMagneticIsland
     Linear analysis is applicable within a linear tearing

  layer around the rational surface, whose width is deter-
  mined by the plasma inertia and resistivity i7). When

  the magnetic island width exceeds the liBear tearing

  layer width, the island dynamic becomes strong}y non-

  linear and the linear treatment breaks down. For typical

  plasma parameters in present-day tolcamaks, the tearing

  layer is so thin that any visible magnetic islands have to

  be in the nonlinear stage.

     Nonlinearity is important principally in the singrLlar

  layer around k•B = O. In the case where the resistive

  skm diffusion time is much longer than the hydrody-
:
  namic time, the exponential growth of the field pertur-
  bation is replaced by algebraic growth like t2 at an am-

  plitude oforder (7HITR)4/5 i7). The relative amplitudes

  of the m = 4, 3, and 2 modes shown in Figure 6 are in
  good agreernent with the observatjons i7). The absoIute

  amplitudes of the modes are a little larger than those

  of the observations. Figure 6 also shows that there is a
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Mode amplitude as functions of time for
a constant current tokamak with shrink-
ing current chaanel, and three locations
xb of the conducting shell. Amplitude
are expressed by the half-width 6 of the
magnetic island in terms of.their radii rs..

Good agreements with the observed am-
plitudes of the m >- 2 osci"ations are
shown.(cited from 17))

small interval of time during which both the m == 3 and

m = 2 modes are present. This contradicts to the fact

that the m = 3 mode becomes stable before the onset
of the m == 2, if the linear stability criteria is taken.

2.6 RenormalizedTheory
   Non}jnear analysis of anomalous tearjng mode
known as renoramlived theory have been developed in
recent years i8). The theory predicts two principal

nonlinear effects: a' n anomalous flux diffusivity due to

turbulent fluid convection in Ohm's law and a vortic-

ity damping term due to turbulent magnetic stresses

in'the equation of motion.• Many numerical calcula-
tions of multi helicity tearing interaction have been done
i9). Effects such as resistivity evolution 20), toroidic-

ity 2i), noncircularity of the plasma cross section 22),

and diamagnetic rotation 23) have been included. It has

been shown that they do not modify the basic dynam-

ical mechanism of the nonlinear interaction of tearing

modes. Therefore, in the recent study, the large aspect

ratio, reduced set of resistive MHD equations applied to
cylindrical geometry is considered i8).

   The sequence of phenomena leading to the final dis-
ruptive phases is shown in Figure 7(cited from i8)).

First, following the overlap of the 2/1 and 3/2 mag-
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netic is

in the

  o as t.o t.s 2.o          (t:tcrS)/rHp

The calculations are performed in such a
way that the various physical effects ap-
pear as a sequence of events. (a)The
radial extent of three magnetic islands.
(b)The instantaneous growth rate of the
3/2 mode. The overlap of magnetic is-
lands of 211 and 5/3 generates the mag-
netic stochastjcity and accelerates the
growth of 312 mode. (cited from 18))

land, the large current gradient

region between the two islands

that develops

 results in a
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positive A' for the nonlinearly driven 5!3 fluctuation.

The nonlinear drive is a consequence of the overlap

of the 2/1 and 312 modes. The resonant mode cou-
plmg of the 2/1 mode with the 5!3 mode then re
sults in the rapid, nonlinear destabilization of the 3/2

mode. These nonlinear interactions are treated by
onepoint renormalization method i8). The direct in-

teractions of the test mode with background fluctub

tions are reduced to the form of anomalous diffusivi-

ties, and the anomalous tearing mode growth rate is
given as ty tv (Z ,, kS21ipkt12) g (A')l which means that

the background fluctuations contribute to the anoma-

lous resistivity and accelerate the mode growth through

the nonlinearity. The anomalous growth rate of the 3!2

mode is calculated and its value is compared with the

nonlinear growth rate of this mode (Figure 8). The good
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Fig.8 The growth rate of the 312 mode as ob-
      tained from the model is compared with
      the calculation. (cited from i8))

agreement is shown and it is aJso important to investF

gate the correlation of this anomalous growth with the

buildup of the high-m fluid turbulence. This is one of

theoretical inodels which exp1ains the mode acceleration

mechanism, however, the rapid growth of trigger mode

with a single helicity has not explicitly shown.

3. LinearAnalysisofNTMbasedon
     the Four-field Reduced Neoclassi-
     cal MHD equation

3.1 Four-fieldMHDequation
   We consider a high temperature plasma of major
and minor radii Ro and a with a toroidal magnetic field

Bo in the cylindricaJ coordinates (r, e,z). To analyze the

liiiear NTM, the four-field reduced neoclassical MHD
model is introduced24) . This model consists of the vor-

ticity equation:

       8: vlF + m vl FI - ai vÅ}•lp, vÅ}m

      = -Vli VIA - [st,p] + p:.iv4. ,F

        q neoaUpi gme neoOUpe                                , (11)                  -- -" --pae       - -- jtLi        E ar Emi ar
Oim's law:

    i; (A - a2 :lt/ vl A)

    = -v"(ip - a.p) + a2!IL' (ip, vlA] + qfiiVIA

                      mi
    .4paC.la2!IL'V`Å}A+ahBsZL'p:eOU.., (12)

           mi mi
the evolution of ion parallel velocity:

        gv" + [ip,vlt] == -vltp + 41L:•ivlvlt

        .pa,n.eoupi-!!L'pa:eoup., (13)
                  mi
and the electron continuity equation:

   8tp+ (di,pl = 3([n,di - aep] -- vii (v" +avlA)

   +nSi v2.p .-. a I#ILi. ! p:eo OoU.Pe ),

where
                 F = ip + aip,

                     qa            Upi = vil + ? sT. (ip + aip),

        upe=vtt+avlA+f;81.T(ip-aep)3

        st-2rcose, B-igB, a=..C,.

            Ti Te     ai = Ti +T.a,ae = Ti +T. a'

and
                     a                Vli = bl.T - [A,l•

The closed set of equations Equationll-14 is

'four-field model' in the following calculations.

other hand, the approximations Vllv = O and

give the three-field closed set of equations, '

only the electron neoclassicaJ viscosity is

cal1 these equations as 'three-field model'.

ables of four-field {ip, A,vll,p}

trostatic potentiaJ,

'

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

                                          (18)

                                      cailed as
                                       On the
                                      upt =o
                                     m which
                                    kept. We
                                     The vari-
                         are the fluctuating elec-
               vector potential parallel to the mag-
netic field, parallel velocity and electron density, respec-

tively. In this model, the ion arid electron temperb

tures Ti and Te are assumed to be constant and uni-
form. The coeficients {p:•i, pZi,nf/i, D.i} aie classical ion

viscosity, electron viscosity(hyper--resistivity), resistiv-
ity and diffusivity25). a is the normalized ion skin depth

(c/atupt), and 9 is the normalized magnetic curvature,

which introduces the ballooning coupling. {q,E, cvpi,X3}

indicates safety factor, inverse aspect ratio, ion plasma

frequency and plasma beta value respectively. The Pois-

son brackot is defined by (f,g] = b•Vf Å~ Vg where b

is an unit vector paiallel to the magnetic field. These
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equatiops are nopmalized by toroidal Alfven time and
minor ra(lius. The ercplicit forms are given as follovvE};

         eVAt-.t, Z-r,
          aa      BocipavA-ip' caABo'A, BILo20Ep--'p, (19)

                               L XC                    Pc       Oc
                                    - Xc,                          -+ Pc,           -+ nc))
                               EavA                 nomiEavA,    poEavA
where vA is Alfven velocity (vA = Blvlii5J5). The elec-

tron inertia terms are included in Equation 12, which

are negligibly small in the linear regime. The energy

conservation relation is written by

      H = g f d3bu(lviF12 +.lvÅ}Al2 + lv" I2

      +IP6.l2+a2 illt' tv2iAl2), (2o)

and fm,n(a) = O. In this study a single helicjty mode

with (m, n) =: (2, 1) is considered. The basic equatioms

Equationll-14 are lmearized and the•linear contribution

from the ion convective term [F, VIFI and gyr"viscous

term ahVÅ}•lp,VF] are reduced as,

   [F, vl- - ai vi•lp, vFl
   -gF' {- e33,o g/ÅÄ+d,"e -l ,a,2,to.-12!,o ,O,2,Åë.}•

                                          (26)

   The electron collision frequency u. is the basic pa-

rameter which determines the strength of the neoclas-

sical viscosity. The coeMcients of the neoclassical vis-

cosities and total resistivity as a function of the elec--

tron colhsion frequency are calculated from equations

Equationll-14 shown in Figure 9. Four-field reduced

  ddHt = - fd3x(pS`lv2iFl2 + nfi`lv2iA12

  +4jbe;•ilV-Lv" i2 + 77SliIV-Lpl2 + 41,e.a2 {l:'l•iV-L Vll.Al2

  +peY. eOIu.il2 + !IL' pa:eOIU..l2). (21)
              mi,
   in this analysis, the fiux surface averaged part ofthe
neoclassical viscous tensor is incorporated24, 26). The

parallel and cross viscous stress terms are appToximated

as)

           b•V•nH.t.v-msn.p.B2Up., (22)
                      Bo O    V'(bÅ~V'fills)f>t-gszi;.T(b'V'HIIs), (23)

where the suffix s denotes species of charged particle.

The neoclassical viscositibs are given by the interpolated
formula according to 27) as

   neo 2•3vlive  pte (1+1.07v.i./2+1.02v..)(1+1.07ve*e3!2)'

                                 ' (24)
  neo O•66vlEui lt` ==(1+1.o3vi..12+o.31v,.)(1+o.66v,.E312)'(25)

where us* == vs/(E3!2)(gR)lvths, vths is thermal velocity

described by vths = 2Ts!ms. These viscosities are
assumed to be constant, since the viscous terms have

influence on the NTM only at the rational surface and

proMe effects are 1ess important for the NTM.

3.2 NumericalAnalysis
   A perturbed quantity f(x,t) is assumed to vary as
frn,n(r)exp[ime + inz + (7 r iw)t) in the cylindrical co-

ordinates, where m is a peIoidal mode number, n is a

toroida1 mode number, 7 is the growth rate and w is the

rotation frequency of the linear tearing mode. The di-

rection of w > O is electron diamagnetic drift diroction

and that of tu < O is ion diamagnetic drift (lirection.
fm,h(r) satiSfieS the bQundary conditions; f.,.(O) = O

102

103

1or

1e5

pl

e
k.pre

-t- .s N-e NN

x-

N
Nn7ail.- ..i = N

.
-

-
-

.

10-4

lo-s

106

10-7

     10i 1or 10i 102
                   Ve

Fig. 9 The collisionality dependencies of the neo-

      classical viscosities and total resistivity
      (nfiotai i nf/i+nfi eO). The electron collision

      frequency ve is normalized by the toroidal
      Alfven time. ue N 1 corresponds to the
      plateau regime. The high temperature
      plasma lies in the banana regime(ve < 1)

MHD model {di, A,vtl,p} is numerically solved via ma-
trix method with inverse iteration qnd these eigen values

are evaluated. The safety factor prohle is given as

        q(r)-q('3i!.gi8,))(--i,'(.:./r.-.)i()ob) (,,)

where rs is rationalsurface. The magnetic shear param-

eter 3' is changed in accordance with the variations of a

and b or g(O). We set a = 3.0,b = 1.0,q(O) = 1.2 as
default values. Figure 10 shows safety factor prorues in

cases with q(O) = 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6.

   The case with q(O) = 1.2,q(rj) = 2.0, corresponds
to s(rs) = 1.2 Other plasma parameters ate given by
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   5
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The safety profiles q(r) are shown for the
case ofq(O) = 1.2,1.4 and 1.6. The corre-
sponding values of local shear s(r. at the
rational surface are 3 = 1.2,O.9 and O.6
respectively.

I3 = O.Ol,a = O.Ol,E = 113 and T. =
FiguTe 11 shows typical radial eigenmode

linear NTM for the case with u. == e.7.

1.0

(e)

 V,,:max= O.co3ee+D3
1.0

e)

Ti == anst..

functions of

o.o

-1.0
o.o

(c)

o.o

-1.0

P:max= O.t3B3o+a9

1.0

O.5 1.0 O.O O.5 1.0

Fig. 11

    x
":naxw O.1000B-Ot   (O x   Amax= O.2079e+02

1.0

O•O --.".'-                o.o         --,:

-1.0                -1.0 O.O O.S t.O O.O O.S 1.0        xxTypical eigenmode profiles of linear NTM
in the four-field rnodel. The electron coL
lision frequency is chosen to ue == O.7 as
the normalized value.The eigenmode pro-
file is normalized by the maximum am-
plitude of each value. The relative am-
plitudes of the fluctuations are F,nax =

 1,Amax = 20•8,pmax = 13•8 Å~ 102 and
 vrnax = 90.4 Å~ 102. vll which is not con-

 sidered in three-field model has big ampli-
tude at ratienal surface (r. = O.6).

   Figure 11 (a), (b), (c), (d) indicate the eigen ftmc-

tions of vil,p, E,A respectively. Solid line and dashed

line indicate tbe real and imaginary part of eigen func-

tion respectively. The eigeTrmode proMe is normalized

by the maximum amplitude of each value. Fluctuat-
ing ion parallel velocity v" which couples with density

perturhation through the parallel compressibility has a

1arge amplkude at the rational surface. It is seen that

F and p axe localized at the rational surface (r. = O.6)

from Figure 11, (a) (b) and the radial derivative of the

vector potential dA(r)ldr is discontinues at the rational

surface (Figure 11 (c)). These features show the typicai

mode structures of tearing mode.

3.2.1 Dependence of Growth Rnte on 1hee En-
      ergy Source
   The magnetic shear s indicates the gradient of safety

factor profiIe at the rational surface, which is given by

              s= qis,) dqd(.r.S). (2s)

In our model, s changes according to the change of q(O).

The shear parameter decreases as safety factor profile

is fiattened. The values of 1ocal shear parameter s(r.)

are given by 1.2,O.9 and O.6, fer g(O) = 1.2,1.4,1.6,

respectively. The parameter A' is known parameter to

indicate the free energy source of tearing mode. It is

defined by the jump of derivative of vecter potential A

at the rational surface rs as

         A,.A'(rs+Oli.?'(rsmO). (2g)

The vector potential in the ideal region (outer region

of singular layer) can be calculated from the following

equation,

     ,d.2,A== -llS.TA+ (;Xll-l + X(l•(, +.la2)A (3o)

A' is determined by connecting these inner and outer

solutions in the limit of r . r.. Generally speaking,

if A' is positive, the NTM is unstable while if A' is

negative, the NTM is stable. Figure 12 shows the de-
pendence of A' on the shear parameter. It is seen that

A,

Fig. 12

as

m
15

w
5

o
e.2 e.4 e.e o.s
             s

1 1.2 1.4
g. pealt

The dependencies on free energy source A'

of the growth rate 7 for the cases with
three-field and four-field are compared,

where we set 5 = O.Ol,a = O.Ol,ai =
a. =: a12.

A' decreases monotonously as the shear parameter in-

creases. In other words, A' decreases monotonously as
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the proMe ofsafety factor is peaked. Figure 13 shows

the dependencies of the growth rate (a) and the rotation

frequency (b) on the collisionality for variQus q(O) val-

ues. It is found that tearing mode tend to be unstable
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Fig. 14 The dependencies on free energy source A'

       of the -growth rate 7 for the cases with
       three-fle}d and four-field are compared,
       where we set P = O.Ol,a == O.Ol,ai =
       ae = a!2.

3fietd

-- -4fietd

,
' - ' -

- '
' '

' '

m

Fig. 13

    O.1 1 10 1oo                 Ve

The dependencies on colhsionality of the
growth rate 7 (a) and the Totation fre
quency'w (b) for the cases of various q(O)

value. The Iocal shear paramq er s(rs)
are given by 1.2,O.9,O.6 when g(O) =
1.2,1.4,1.6 respectively. NTM is destabi-
lized by fiattening of g-prorue.

in the wide 6ollisionality regime as g-profile is fiattened.

However, in O.8 < ve < 2.5 regime (plateau regime), this

tendency is changed. 'Ihe threshold value of stability on

ve doesn't change by change of q-proMe. Therofore, it

is not crucial to stability of the NTM.

   The dependence of the growth rate on the free en-
ergy source due to the plasma current gradient A' is

analy2ed and the result is compared with those of the

three-field model. Figure 14 shows the dependence of
the growth rate on A' in the case with ve = 2.4 (plateau

regime). The dashed line and solid line indicate the

results from three-field model and four-field model, re

spectjvely. In the four-field case, the threshold of the

instability At(fs le.2 > O) appears while 7 >,O holds

for A' > O in the three-field case. In the four-field case,

the threshold increases from A2 = O to A2 = 10.2.
It is demonstrated that the ion neoc1assical viscosity

and parallel compressibility, which are newly introduced

in the four-field modgl, have stabilizing effects on the

NTM.

3.2.2 Stabilization Mechanism of NTM in
       Four-field Model

   In order to clarify the stabdization effects on the

NTM in the four-field model, the dependence of the
growth rate on the ion neocli}ssical viscosity is sepa-

rately investigated. Figure 15 shows the dependence
of the growth rate on, the collisionality. The solid line,

dashed line and long dashed line indicate.the results in

the cases with four-field model, three-field model and

four-field model withbut ibn neoclassical viscosity, re

spectively. in the three-field model case, the NTM is
unstable in'the entire collisionality regime. in the four-

field model, the NTM is stabilized by ion neoclassical

viscosity and parallel compressibility in the low colhd-

sionality regime (i.e. bananar-plateau regime). In the

four-field model without ion neoclassical viscosity case,

the effect of parallel compressibthty exists. However,

comparing the four-field model without ion neoclassi-

cal case with the three-field model, it is found that the

compressibility effect is weak. Namely, from the com-•

parison study between three-fie}d model and four-field

model without ion neoclassical viscosity cases, it is con-

cluded that the stabilization effect of compressibility is

not crucial to the .stability of NTM. in other words,

NTM is more strongly stabilized by the ion neoclassical

'viscosity.than by the parallel compressibility.

3.2.3 Dependence of Growth Rate on Various
       Parameters

   The dependence of the growth rate on various pa-
rameters are jnvestigated based on four-field model. At

first, the effect of fluctuating bootstrap current on the

NTM is analyzed. The last'term of right hand side
in Oim's law, Equation 12, represents the fiuctuaV

ing bootstrap current term. Changing the coeMcient

'
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Where, ion finite Larmor radius effect and
electron diamagnetic drift effect are in-
cluded in each case.

hBs, where hBs is the parameter which determines the
strength of fiuctuation bootstrap current, (i.e., the ef-

fective pressure gradient at the rational surface), we ex-

ame this effect. Figure 16 shows the dependence of the

growth rate on the colhsionality for hBs = 1.0 and
hBs == 5.0. The solid line and dashed line indicate
the results in cases with hBs == 1.0, hBs = 5.0 respec-

tively. It is shown that the fluctuating bootstrap cur-

rent destabilizes NTM in low collisionality regime while

the destabilization effect is weak in high collisionality

regime(classical tearing mode).

   Next, the effect of the diamagrietic drift on NTM is

analyzed. Essentially, two terms contribute the stability.

One is the ion diamagnetic drift effect proportional to

ai which appears in the vonicity equation Equationll

and the other is the electron diamagnetic drM effect
proportional to ae in' the Oim's law E(luation12. The
dependence of the growth rate with/without ai and ae

is examined for entire colhsional regime. In the large
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The dependencies on collisionality of 7 (a)

and w (b). The solid line and dashed
line indicate the results for the case with
hBs = 1.0,hBs = 5.0, respectively.

or middle size tokamak plasma, the normali2ad skin
depth a is estimated to be O.Ol rv O.1 and ai,e to be

O.oo5 rv O.1 for Ti = Te. By use of typical values above

the results are shown in Figure 17. The solid line, long

dashed lme and dashed line indicate the results in the

cases with ai = O.oo5,ae = O.O05;ai = O,ae == O.oo5

and ai = O.oo5,ae = O respectively. Here we fix
a = O.Ol for all cases and change ai or ae, separately.

Namely, we rewtite Vlt(ip - aep) term in Oim's law

as VII(F - (ae + ai)p). It is found that ion and elec-

tron diamagnetic drift effects stabilize the NTM. It is

found that the NTM is stabilized in the low collision-

ality regime by the combined effect of ion neoclassical

viscosity and both ion and electron diamagnetic drift.

These are seen from Figures 15 and 17.

   Finally, the finite-beta effect on the NTM stabil-

ity is analyzad. For various value of P, the growth

rates are examined. Figure 18 shows the dependence
of the growth rate on the coMsionality. The cases with

P= O.oo5,O.Ol and O.02 are plotted. It is seen that 7
deereases as B value increases and the rotation to the di-

rection of the ion diamagnetic drift direction enhances.

This result shows the finite-6 stabilization effect on the

NTM. It is expected that the linear NTM becomes sta-

ble as P inereases and the diamagnetic drift effect b"
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Fig. 18 The dependencies on collisionality of7 (a)
       and w.The solid lme, long dashed line and
       dashed line indicate the results for the case
       of 6 = O.oo5,O.Ol, O.02, r.espectively.

comes strong. Figures 17(b) and 18 (b) also reveal that

the NTM is stabili2ad as the magnetic island rotates in

the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift direction.

   On the other hand, the NTM is frequently observed

in high P plasmas. Fiom these observations, it is re

ported that NTM tends to be driven and that the is-

land width is outspread as 6 increases. These results

contradict to our linear four-field analysis. Therefore,

the nonlinear analysis is also necessary to resolve this

contradiction.

4. SummaryandDiscussion
   The linear stability of NTM is investigated based on

four-field reduced MHD equations in which ion neoclas-

sical viscosity and fluctuating ion paraJlel fiow are taken

into account. The results are compared with those from

conventional three-field model which only includes the

electron neoclassical viscosity.

   It is found that 1) the stable regime of NTM exists

even if A' > O in four field model, which shows that

the carefu1 examinations are necessary for experimental

interpretations. 2) The upshifted threshold value, At,

depends on the colljsionality and we obtain At f"s 10.2

for ve == 2.4(plateau regime).

   In order to clarify whether the ion neoclassical vis-
cosity or the ion parallel flow plays the more important

role on the stabilization of NTM,, the dependence on the

compressibility of the growth rste without ion neoclas-

sical viscosity is investigated. It was found that 3) the

stabilization effect of ion neoclassical viscosity is much

more dominant than that of the parallel compressibility

in the low collisionality regime. In fact, jt is consid-

ered that free energy is strongly scattered and lbst by

magnetic pumping(trapped ion plays important role for

NTM stabMzation). This stsbdity effect is weak in the

collisional regime.

   Dependence of the NTM stability on various param-

eters are investigated based on four-field model. The

fiuctuating bootstrap current effect on the stability,of

NTM is examined. It is found that 4) 'the fluctuating

bootstrap current destabilizes the NTM in low. collision-

ality regime while the effect is weak in the collisional

regime (classical tearing mode). This result indicates

that the NTM js destabi}ized as the,pressure gradient

becomes steep. The diamagnetic drift effect was also an-
alyzed. It is found that 5) the ion and electron diamag-

netic drifts stabthze the NTM. 6) The NTM becomes
stable only if the ion and electron diamagnetic drift ef-
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fects qnd ion neoclassical drift effect coexist. Finally,

the finite-beta effect is examined. 7) The NTM is stabF

lized by the finitebeta offect in a wide collision regime.

However, in some experiments, it is observed that NTM

tend to be driven as 6 increases. The nonlinear analysis

is also necessary to resolve this contradiction.
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